
Q/A for WC in Action 

Q. Ashley: | think Brennan’s description of the alleged shooter in the SE corner of 

the TSBD was drummed into him by the Dallas PD (possibly the DP Intelligence 

section. .... Much could be said about this. I'll save some for next week). 

The point: It was the Dallas PD (not FBI) who placed Oswald in the frame for the 

shooting. DA Wade was part of this subterfuge. |’ll say a word about Wade next 

week. But | invited you to do a computer search. . . .you’!l come up with stuff 

about how Wade ran his office... .It’s not pretty... . 

Yeah, Brennan saw no one at the SW 6" floor window because there was no one 

there. .. .that is no shooter. Oswald was on ground floor at the time of the 

shooting (some of this next week). . . 

Brennan was simply fed this lie by the Dallas PD (intelligence section probably via 

the CIA).... 

| think you have to accept the documentation on this: talked about the Charles 

Bronson 90 plus exposures of this so-called sniper’s window. . . just minutes 

before the shooting. . .no one there. Then in December the FBI internal memo 

admitting that no one was at the window and this was seconded by the Navy’s 

Photographic Center in WDC...... 

You all have seen pixs of the SE corner window... . and the height of the window 

and the foot ( 14 inch) difference from the floor to the window . See p. 99 in 

WCR.... . 

Q. Russell’s dissent had to be handled otherwise had he got his “lille ole” foot 

note Senator Cooper and Rep. Boggs would have sided with Russell. The WC 

Report would then have come before the American with a majority and a minority 

report. 

Q. Givens was leaned on by the Dallas police to change his story.....



Q. Also Carolyn Arnold and how the FBI finagled her story... .Note the FBI’s 

conscious practice of avoiding any first person statements. .. .the witnesses’ 

statement always filtered thru the questioning FBI agent. 

For the FBI the first person statement was like Holy Water to a Vampire... 

Bonnie Ray Williams. He was having lunch on the 6" floor of the TSBD on 11/22 

and did not leave the 6" floor until about 12:20..... While he was eating his 

lunch he saw no one and heard no one. . .Which can only mean that Oswald was 

lurking about waiting for Williams to leave so he could set up his sniper’s nest and 

possibly use these 10 minutes to assemble the rifle that was alleged to be ina 

paper bag, etc. ..The WC/FBI will change Williams’ testimony and have him 

leaving the 6" floor at about 12:10... 

One ridiculous footnote to this: Williams left part of the lunch uneaten .. 

.It was part of a chicken sandwich. The FBI had its lab boys do a fecal exam on 

Oswald when was in custody later in the day . . .to see if he had any chicken in his 

stool. (Admirable: FBI leaved nothing to chance)... 

Carolyn Arnold. . . .Saw Oswald in front of the TSBD at 12:25 P.M. on 11/22 

just minutes before the shooting. . .The FBI reported her statement of seeing 

Oswald at 12:15 P.M.....When years later she was shown the alteration she was 

furious. Check out her story in BOT... 

Add here Piece Allman (and Ford). . . 

WC criticism of the FBI. See WCR pp. 443-444


